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Two types of Brexit deal card for Britons
by OLIVER ROWLAND

TWO important new French government websites affecting Britons open
on March 3 and in early July – for
driving licence swaps, and to apply
for the new obligatory ‘Brexit deal’
residency cards.
Around 250,000 British residents
– excluding under-18s – will need
to obtain a card, including those
who currently have, or have applied
for, an EU citizen’s card. The cards will
be free.
There will be two Brexit-deal cards:
one for people who can prove they
have lived in France for at least five

‘Associate EU citizenship
can be offered unilaterally’

P5

years and thus benefit fully from the
Withdrawal Agreement (WA) deal,
and another for those who came more
recently. This second card will be valid
for up to five years and can be exchanged for the other type of card once
five years of residency is reached.
The first card is expected to be
renewable every 10 years by providing
an attestation on honour that you have
not left France for more than five years.
A five-year absence cancels the WA
rights, which otherwise are for life and

do not depend on this year’s future
relationship talks. Connexion has been
told that it is advisable for people to
apply fairly soon after the site’s July
launch to have at least the application
receipt that is generated when you
submit a dossier.
For Britons established in France
before the transition period ends –
currently the end of this year – the
card will prove their right to benefit from the Brexit WA deal and
retain similar rights to EU citizens.
Britons moving here after will follow
non-EU citizen formalities, including
visas and fee-paying third-country
citizens’ cards. Officially, WA deal Brit-

ons’ have six months after the transition
period to apply for a card, but applying
early will avoid a last-minute rush and
provide proof of your status – via card
or receipt – from January 1, 2021.
This will be useful, for example, at the
French border when returning from
trips abroad so officials can distinguish
you from British (non-EU) visitors
limited to a three-month stay.
All applications must be made at
the new site, which is intended to be
simple to use, but prefectures will
assist if necessary.
Several voluntary bodies are also to
receive UK government funding to
help residents with Brexit formalities

and will be announced soon.
The new site will be an update of the
one launched last year for provisional applications for the cards Britons
would have needed in a ‘no-deal’ exit.
Around 8,000 people applied on that
site which is now closed. They will not
have to reapply – their dossiers will
be retained, as requirements on the
revamped site will be very similar.
See tinyurl.com/y25mm6ln and tinyurl.
com/v67es2m for those requirements.
Some people may be asked to demonstrate their income level, as with EUContinues on Page 4
More Brexit updates: Pages 4,5
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